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About This Game

After experiencing engine problems on board Commodore Ashemont’s flagship “The Orion”, our team of cunning detectives
have been forced to land near the affluent town of Pera, a playground for the Empire’s nobility.

While there they are met with an unexpected lead that brings them another step closer to solving the tantalizing mystery behind
the Comodore’s Uniform.

Take off from where our adventurer’s left off in Chapter One and help them “The Agency” solve the mystery!

Features:

Hidden Item Gameplay

Puzzle minigame

Continuation of riveting mystery

New and Higher quality anime art

Brilliant steampunk inspired music
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Title: The Agency: Chapter 2
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Sapphire Dragon Productions
Publisher:
Sapphire Dragon Productions
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista / 7 / 8/ 8.1/ 10

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics Chip

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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the no1 ladies detective agency chapter 20. the no1 ladies detective agency chapter 21. the no1 ladies detective agency chapter 2
summary

Absolutely dreadful. I had little expectations for its price point, but it's still disappointing. The resolution of the graphics,
although in itself low res pixel art, doesn't scale. Which means you can't play this game in a window below 1024x768, and even
at that resolution a lot of the screen is cropped so you don't know what's coming.

The achievements make no sense. I believe you get them randomly, or just for opening the game.

I have been unable to finish level 2. When I reach the house, the game resets to the main menu.

The controls aren't great. For some reason, you can only rotate in 22.5 degree angles. And you can't keep your rotate button
pressed, you have to keep pressing it in order to keep rotating. It's the same for the speed.

The graphics look like they've been put together from several different sources, and used at different resolutions. It can also be
hard to tell what's part of the background and what you can crash into.

This game is unfinished, broken and poorly designed. Getting a refund at this price point seems unnecessary, but I'm getting one
out of pure principle.. Poor, never worked. At the very first look, I was attracted by a stunning visual side - pixel graphics in
sepia shades are really appealing. However, I really got hooked when I started the game. So far, I spent about 30 hours with it
and I'm still not bored. The world presented in the game is very rich, full of deliberated details. As the story progresses, the
player begins to notice more and more connections between characters and events - even those that at first seemed unrelated.
You can see that the creators really put their whole heart into this production. I am very happy that I acquired this game - it was
definitely worth it.. I wouldn't mind Geese stepping on me.. THIS GAMES BEEN \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING
ABANDONED FOR 2 YEARS. THE BEST RTS EVER !. This game puts me in a good mood. The art is wonderfully cute, the
music is chipper and the story itself has a fun feeling to it.

New Game + is very cool too - the new scenes add more to the characters and keep it entertaining. I like how the dialog is also
different enough to stay interesting.

Well priced, fun little game :). I love this game!!! I love that more stuff is to come. I would love a pug dog since I am a pug
lover PLEEEASE!!! Thanks for this much loved game though, I am excited for the updates!
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Bought it when 50% off, and worth its price. Auto-move is a brilliant solution for badminton in small room. And there are
different AI and character with mini games as well. I think it's the first playable badmintion game in VR, someone correct me if
I'm wrong.

The physics is OK, since I can't really jump with first gen vr headset. I guess it's good enough to have some fun. No serious
badmintion match ofc.

One suggestion :stop the auto movement by click trigger when player think his position is ready for hit.. While the software
itself and its assets are great, there is a huge problem with the license of its contents.

I purchased this software because it said we could use its results for our 2D games. Unfortunately, and to my knowledge it is still
unclear to non-users willing to purchase, the software as of now only authorizes usage of its contents for "RPG Maker".

What does that mean?
It means that you won't be able to use Character Hub production for your 2D Games, not in any way.

At least if you are not a pixel art designer. And if you are a pixel art designer, I wonder what use could be Character Hub to you
as you would combine your tiles and sprites on Photoshop for about the same results.

The game descriptiom says that "the elements found in the program should work with other 2D game engines as well." As of
now it adds that "RPG Maker assets are for RPG Maker use only". But even some months after, the software only contains
assets from RPG Maker! This means that you cannot use it in any game of yours, unless you make a RPG-Maker-RPG. I've
googled for other 2D resources for Character Hub to no avail. If you know any legal resource library that we may use for our
own games (and not something restrictive like RPG Maker), please tell!

The software should be renamed as "Character Hub for RPG Maker" ; as of now, although a very nicely made software, it ends
almost as a scam for programmers willing to use it for their own games. It's very unfortunate as I am sure Character Hub
programmer, an indie, has worked on this software, but it needs clarification and efforts to get some license-free resources.

. Damn, where to start. I have a bit of a soft spot for Ant War because I kind of grew up playing it so I guess there's a part of me
that liked it as a kid. Now as an adult I look back and think, "Man I had bad taste as a kid, because this game sucks."

Ant War was one of those games you played on the early web because there was almost nothing else to play and you were too
poor to afford those fancy computer games they sold at the Best Buy. Point is, you played this game because you couldn't really
play anything else. Yes, it's badly made, overly simplistic, and a pointless grind fest, but it was also an early flash game made by
hand using the limitations of early flash technology. So I can forgive it for being... you know, bad.

What I can't forgive is charging $3 for an offline port of the same game with no update or modernization. I want to support this
game, I really do, but charging this much for the same product that we can still literally find for free online? For shame.
Supporting the developer means nothing if the developer isn't putting some effort on their behalf. I'm not saying remake the
game, but couldn't they have least added a few extras? Maybe some new artwork, or a new location, or a maybe a new ant
species to play, something. Heck, I'll settle for just some Steam achievements.

All I'm saying is, if you're going to charge us for our childhoods at least give us something new to justify the charge.. 10 x 6 =
60
8 x 7 = 56
9 x 9 = 81

etc. etc. etc.

Basically, this game is a glorified spreadsheet program. Your goal is to take known variables and combine them with hidden
variables to get a rating that is as close to 100 as possible. For example: You create a show. In that show you have to create
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matches and "angles." Angles are basically the story elements. You pretty much have to just use your imagination. Seriously, all
angles actually do is tell the program to compare the stats of two or more workers. In it's simplest form, (wrestler A) * (wrestler
b) * (product, or fan expectations) = final rating. Now in reality, there are actually hundreds of variables to consider, but that's
pretty much it.

The storylines are whatever you say they are. You can do this because you are role playing. You can type whatever you want into
the story field and it makes no difference at all. You can even leave it empty. Seriously, all I could think of while trying to
create a story was that episode of Family Guy where Peter lets Stewie play with his sock.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvCURQQWkTA

So to recap: I paid $20 for a spreadsheet/calculator program where 90% of the gameplay is your imagination. I felt like I was
playing D&D by myself.

Damnit, WWE! Just give us back GM mode!

And YES, I do know how to play the game. I spent several hours on Youtube watching tutorials.. Could not recomend this more.
Had a lot of fun with it and will have even more fun when I try this high. The coolest thing that I can make in this is a perfect
cube. Gonna try to create some more stuff.. The lip synching is absolutely atrocious. Just gonna say that off the bat. It has been
really fun so far though. Not really playing for the story, the acting and plot are just bland. I like the iSpy vibe I get from it. So
thats a plus for me. Decent game, but not worth 7$.. This game is the best variation of Solitaire.
It is a mix of Mahyong and Solitaire with a bit of relaxing music.. A poor man's Monkey Island. The voice acting and
animations are charming. The game is not too hard, and would be a good introduction for someone interested in point and click
games. Very cute and very fun.
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